
CDR
 
ANTIVIRUS
ANTIVIRUS. WE’VE ALL HEARD OF IT, WE ALL USE IT, AND IT’S BEEN AROUND
FOR A REALLY LONG TIME. BUT HOW DOES IT MATCH UP TO THE LATEST 
CDR TECHNOLOGY?

vs. 

PRESENTING ANTIVIRUS
Antivirus software scans files and compares
them to a database of known malware 
signatures. If a potential threat is identified, 
it is quarantined and/or destroyed.

PRESENTING CDR
CDR (Content Disarm and Reconstruction)
technology breaks down individual files into basic 
objects, analyzes each section and metadata,
and neutralizes any threat. The file is then 
reconstructed, safe to save and edit.

Detects known threats, but unable to detect
unknown or zero-day threats.
A signature-based solution, antivirus relies on a 
database of known threats to detect and isolate 
malicious files. With an average of 10 million new 
malware threats recorded per month1, there’s a 
high chance that some won’t be in the database.

Effective against both known and unknown
threats.
CDR technology cleanses every file, regardless of
where it came from, or what it contains. 
All threats are neutralized in the cleansing process, 
both known and unknown, including zero-day
threats.

VARIETY OF 
THREATS 
COVERED  

ANTIVIRUS CDR

1.   https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/



Requires frequent updates and 
maintenance.
Each machine equipped with antivirus requires 
its own updates and maintenance. This is costly,
and time-consuming.

A zero-maintenance 
solution.
Can be managed centrally on an organizational 
level. Cost-effective compared to other security
products.

MAINTENANCE
AND COSTS

ANTIVIRUS CDR

May cause machine slow-down.
Background processes such as database
updates and virus scans can increase latency,
affecting productivity.

File cleansing in under a second.
The file cleansing process takes under a second
for most files, for undisrupted workflow.

LATENCY
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Safe files may be blocked, while files flagged 
as malicious may still be opened by users.
If a user makes a mistake, and opens a malicious 
file, the consequences could be severe. On the 
other hand, if safe files are being blocked, this
can reduce business productivity.

Files are always safe to open after 
sanitization.
Files that are sanitized by CDR remain fully
functional. Opening a file that has been through
the file sanitization process is always safe, 
regardless of whether or not they ever contained 
malware.

FILE 
FUNCTIONALITY 

AND SAFETY
ANTIVIRUS CDR

THE WINNER BY KNOCKOUT  
Antivirus provides good protection from known 
threats, and works well with individual machines. 
Back in the day, that was enough. But when it 
comes to zero-day threats, and the dynamic 
environments we work in today - antivirus just 
can’t keep up. CDR technology stays ahead of 
the game, quickly and effectively cleansing every 
file, neutralizing threats at the network level. 
Whatever the threat, CDR has it covered - and we
call that a WIN.

Contact us for a free trial or just to talk:
+1 415 231 3725       info@votiro.com

IT’S A KNOCKOUT WIN
MEET THE CHAMP
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